Gorbachev awarded the Nobel
The Soviet president was awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize for his involvement in ending the
Cold War, freeing the East bloc and easing the
arms race. He is the first superpower leader
to win the award in 71 years. Page 3

Crowning of King and Queen

Sports

Satriani rocks SJSU

Spikers win eight straight
The women’s volleyball team knocked off Big
West rival UC Irvine Sunday. Spartans
improved their record to 14-1 and 8-1 in
conference action. Page 6

Friday night’s performance raised the roof
of the Event Center as 5,700 people danced
and screamed to the electric guitar sounds of
Joe Satriani.
Page 4

Managers work for future
Men’s basketball team offers students a chance
to work and practice with the team. Page 6

The week-long activities come to the end with
the crowning of Homecoming royalty. Page 4
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Hearing set for
robbery suspects

Asbestos
removal
will end
this week
By Mamxs Amarate
Daily staff writer
Asbestos removal front Dwight
Bente! Hall is expected to be completed Friday and officials said
none of the material escaped into
the air during renovation.
The removal of asbestos is part
Of a $3.2 million plan to renovate
Dwight Bente’ Hall. a project that
is expected to he finished by
November 1991.
The project. which was started
in July. consists of a complete renovation from roof to basement.
said Hank Hendrickson, director of
operations, design and construction
of the Facilities Development and
Operations department.
"A major part of the asbestos
has been removed." Hendrickson
said. "There is no danger. We have
air Illoilittits inside and outside the
building. and air samples are taken
on a daily basis."
Most of the buildings on campus. except those built after 1975.
have some asbestos. However.
Hendrickson said asbestos is not
dangerous as long as it is solid.
"Air monitoring is being done
by a professional hygienist v.11,,
takes air samples coming out 0’
the building." Hendrickson said.
Asbestos fibers. when breathed in,
have been found to cause lung d,
orders and cancer. The material
was used for years as insulation
and a fireproofing agent.
"There is no problem of air pollution." said Andy Ramos. director
of SJS1. f’s health and safety depart
uteri. ’/N lot of people are lookiii.
into it. The Bay Area Air Qualiti
District was here the other day."
tlic project. which is funded by
the Stale of California. has also other
goals to meet, such as the renovation
of the electrical. heating and pluming
systems. as well as the installation ot
a new air conditioning system.
The old walls will be demolished and new walls will he built.
The roof will also be renovated.
but the tiles have been saved.
There are also plans to remwate
the lecture hall.
"The building, which dates from
the early 1934)s. will retain its original architectonic structure, outside
as well as inside." he said.
Once the renovation is completed, the building will house the
department of journalism and mass
communications and a small
English %81111142 lab, said Mo ()ay mum. associate executive vice
president of Facilities Development and I /iterations.

Weather
Mostly Sunny, with some high clouds
in the afternoon. Hilths in the mid-70s
WO evening lows in the 50s
National Weather Service

By Angus Klein
Daily staff writer
A pre-trial hearing for two suspects that
allegedly robbed seven people on May 14
on or near campus is scheduled for 1:30
p.m. today in the Santa Clara County
Municipal Court,
Johny Joseph Valles, 19 and Samuel
Naval. 18, neither SJSU students, are
charged with seven counts of strong arm
robbery and one count of assault with a
deadly weapon. a knife. said Daniel Can-,
Santa Clara County deputy district attorney handling the case. Both plead notguilty to the charges at their May 16
arraignment.
In a MI -minute time period they
allegedly "attacked, assaulted and
demanded money from the eight victims,"
a University Police Department report
said.
Six of the victims said Valles and Naval
claimed to have a gun during the robberies. according to the reports.
A I3-year-old boy was treated at San
Jose Medical Center after reportedly
being hit and kicked by Valles and Naval.
The suspects apparently sat beside the
youth on a bus and then exited with him
at 10th and Santa Clara streets. where
’hey are said to have assaulted him.
Valles and Naval allegedly punched at
least Three of the victims in the face
repeatedly while demanding the victims
wallets. causing "visible damage." accord-

ing to UPD police reports.
Valles was arrested by University
Police officer Grant Ledbetter at 9:33 p.m.
May 14 after reportedly attempting to flee
from Ledbetter with another female suspect on 5th St.
Naval, identified by Valles during UPD
investigation as "Juero" was arrested June
12 on suspicion of cooperating with
Valles on the eight offenses.
Approximately $250 was taken from
the victims, most of which reportedly was
given to the female suspect, who fled
while Valles was being arrested.
In his report of his interview with
Valles at the UPD station. Ledbetter said
Valles changed his story several times.
When questioned about the scrapes and
redness of the knuckles on his hands.
Valles originally stated that he had been
upset and punched the walls of his residence. Valles later admitted to punching
one of the victims twice below the right
eye, the report said.
Valles also admitted being with Naval
during each of the strong arm robberies.
punching at least one of the victims
repeatedly in the face, knowing in
advance that they were looking for someone to rob and running from the police.
according to Ledbetter’s report.
Valles later denied that he "did any
damage" to the victims and claimed that
Naval was responsible for the injuries suffered by.’ the victims.

A.S. pushes street closure
By Angus Klein
Daily staff writer
Frustrated by a lack of feedback from
her colleagues. Associated Students
Vice President Kristi Nowak passed the
gavel Wednesday on the subject of
closing San Carlos Street.
Nowak, chairwoman of A.S.
meetings, had personal commitment to
the resolution after a month of work
completing it. She gave way to Marci
Pedraivi. dnector of California state
affairs, slut my discussion on the issue.
Nowak completed a resolution to close
San Carlos Street and seemingly had
hoped to have it approved at the A.S.
’meting Wednesday.
"Can we at least have a motion of
support lot closure of San Carlos so I
can continue to toward this goal
knowing its supported." Nowak asked
at the meeting.
Gina Sutherst. A.S. director of student
service., replied to Nowak’s concerns.
"The fact remains that this resolution
was in my (message) bus a hall - an hour before this meeting." Sutherst
said. who implied that she was not
given enough time to resins the matter.
Several hoard members sympathited
with Nowak ’s efforts, but felt the
resolution should he refined.
A.S. President Arnele Washington

Mad as
a Hatter
SiSt basketball player, above.
RIM II:111111in gets stripped by
Spitie during Sunday’s
Midnight Nladness basketball
wasim kick -14T. The act is dies
were held in the Es ent I ’enter.
"the best seats in the house
belonged to some team equipment.

Photos by Nikki Hart

pointed out grammatical eiwis in I lie
resolution and said they needed
correction.
"As is. it may not be what we want to
say." Washington said.
Other A.S. members felt the
resolution should be introduced to the
student body for discussion.
The matter was postponed to this
week’s meeting to give the A.S. board
nine to review and refine the resolution.
The idea to close the street was
prompted in pan by accidents occurring
between pedestrians, bicyclists and
automobiles.
San Carlos Street bisects the south
side of campus. Located on one side of
the street are the Fourth and Seventh
Street garages. Duncan. MacQuarrie
and Sweeney halls, residence halls and
the Aquatic Center.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton, who
has supported the closure effort for
year.. %ants to create a more
microcosmic atmosphere at SJSU.
"We feel that as it is right now. San
Carlos divides the major areas of
campus." Fullerton said at a press
conference earlier this semester. "SJSU
is an urban campus and we’ve got to
concentrate on enhancing that
atmosphere."

Finding some answers on SJSU ’s new phone registration system
By Paul Wheaton
Daly staff Vatter
Most students have more questions
than answers with the ness phone registration system. In an attempt to clarify
Touch-SJSU, Falgar A. Chambers, Associate Executive Vice President in charge
of Admission amid Records, answered
some question., about the new phone registration system in a recent interview.
Q.
vitidentv have hi ace a laugh lime phone.’
A. Students who want to use Touch SJSU to register must use a true Touch Tone telephone. Each key on a Touch Tone teleplaine makes a different pitch:
therefore, the system has been programmed to respond based upou the key
entered.
Q. What is the artithihihh ’ ft hen i an
a widen’ calf’
A. Students should not call the system
until their appointment time. The student’s appointment time is listed in the

access maienals which win Is: mailed 1.,
eligible students the week of Oct. IS.
Q As-% the %went .suggest ahertunt,,
tit 11 /Ms seh’c Iii ill Ii
liiWs if
full
A Should a class be hill, a student can
request open section% of any particular
course by punching the seven key. This is
a real convenience. III the 1111S1. students
have not been mathe aware of other open
sections of a course they had been trying
to get into.
Q How bong will the u all take:’
A Once students get used to the system, it will take them live to seven minutes to register. if not less time. For the
first ycar, we have built in a 20 -minute
now table for each student.
Q. 11011 Mali% ttnu-s will the average
Vet thMagh? Di,
student hate to I
tspi I busy Aitotritt?
Irate
Vi
A. If stir tents Call at their appointmem
See PHONES, page 5

Kevin Snutres

Daly staff photographer

Ed ( liamhers,
%%social() Fsecuti%e %ice President of the
office of
,1dmissions
and Records
researched the
schools new
registration
system that will
come into Mt
for the spring
1991 semester

Official: ’Touch’
confusion stems
from old habits
By Paul Wheaton
Datly stall wisher

The new skinny on the SJSt ’ phone
registration system is in--and a doesn’t appear to he as fat of a headache as
some student’, might think.
The confusion surrounding the
Touch.SJS(I phone registration system
is in large pan due to people thinking
in terms of Computer Assisted Regis
tritium ((’.A.R.). according to Associate Esecutive Vice President Fclgar A.
tliamhers.
See CONFUSION, page S
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Respecting the forum
s-.1 omewhere on the SJSU

were hostile to Steele cheered politely
after the reading. Many of the
questions Steele fielded were
intelligent and insightful, and often
included strong arguments for
affirmative action.
But before it was over, professor
Will Crockett, who introduced Steele,
had to chastise the audience,
repeatedly telling members to wait
their turns to have their questions
answered, not to shout Steele down,
and to "respect the forum" of the
question and answer period.

campus, a group of white
students complain to each
other about minority students "getting
all that free scholarship money."
Six months ago in Berkeley, a rock
was thrown through the window of
the student newspaper’s office after
the paper ran a comic strip that was
perceived as an attack on affirmative
action programs.
Affirmative action is one of the
most divisive and emotionally
charged issues at SJSU and other
ethnically diverse college campuses.
And yet, it rarely seems to be
openly debated.
White students often seethe at one
another about the easy ride they
imagine that minority students get
from affirmative action programs.
At the same time, many minority
students will react to an open attack
on affirmative action as strongly as
they might react to a racial slur.

:::::::::::::.

Though we are not all in
agreement about Steele’s
affirmative action argumenK
we are fans of Steele.
Steele writes eloquently and
expresses some original ideas about
race relationsa subject that scream
for eloquence and original thought.
We don’t know whether Steele is
the man to "lead America through its
racial impasse" as the San Francisco
Examiner’s "Image" magazine wrote,
but he is more likely the man to begin
an intelligent discussion.

Logical, rational debate on the
subject is rare; dangerously
rare for such an emotionally
charged issue.
This may be why some of the
audience didn’t seem able to handle
the question-and-answer period at the
end of Shelby Steele’s reading on
campus last Thursday.
The black author of "The Content
of Our Character: A New Vision of
Race in America" read and answered
questions about his views, including
his negative view of affirmative
action.
Even those in the audience who

We would like to encourage
students of all races to participate in
that discussion.
Neither side of the affirmative
action debate seems to understand the
other. The students on each side are
too busy grumbling among
themselves to speak to the other.
It is time for each side to learn
about the other’s point of view.
And to respect the forum.

ANcrn-AER ot3scr-1.111rY
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Get involved in world domination
LETTERS 10 THE EDITOR

Toleration needed for gays
Editor.
This letter is in direct response to the
letter written by Carlo Ariani ("Gay
Awareness Week is Absurd." Oct. 10).
I am shocked at the total narrow
mindedness of this man.
Ariani and others do have the right -not
to care about the problems of the gay
community." However. ill publicly state
that I don’t care about the problems in the
Latino. Asian. or Middle -Eastern
communities. 1 would be attacked as racist.
Wake up Ariani!
Studies show that on average 12 percent
if the population is gay or lesbian.
That means about one in 10 people are
gay or lesbian. That means one in 10
Mexicans are gay or lesbian, one in 10
Asians are gay or lesbian: one in 10 blacks
are gay or lesbian, one in 10 people in your
classes arc gay or lesbian: or more
significantly out of 30.000 students here at
SJSU 3.(XX) are gay or lesbian.
Keep in mind, this does not include
bisexuals.
Gays and lesbians are continually
discriminated against, and gay or lesbians
of color get it two-fold.
Why are you are so self-centered and
only care about yourself that you cannot
look at the others in this world who could
use your help. If you took the time to
understand gays and lesbians, maybe you
could help change the stereotypes that exist

stereotypes against
in our world the
people of color, the elderly, the
handicapped. etc.
Why don’t more people participate in
Gay Awareness Week? Students are afraid
of the ridicule, the harassment, the stigma
and possible violence that may result from
being "found out that they are gay. We live
in a society that says being gay is wrong.
Why is that Ariani? It all stems back to
people like you who do not have the
strength or courage to accept another
human being for who they are, regardless
of how different they are from you.
It is not an easy thing to do to accept.
to befriend, to be kind, is it Ariani?
Obviously, you do not possess those
invaluable skills.
I feel sorry for you and others like you.
You have shut yourself off from a world of
people and experiences that you will never
know.
But watch out: remember, one out of 10
of your friends are gay or lesbian.
They are probably hiding it from you
because they are afraid of what you might
think.
Now Ariani, isn’t that sad?
Russ W. Paiyou
Founder, Delta Lambda Phi.
Omicron Chapter
Junior
V
International

.Our offer is simple: KSJS is about to
take over the world. "How?" you ask.
"Through the exchange of ideas, new
and old, to promote a better
understanding of the human condition."
I reply. The offer is available to
everyone. As we enter our 28th year of
broadcasting. it’s amazing how many
SJSU students don’t know about us.
Perhaps you have seen our black and
white -construction stripes" logo on the
campus. cars, buildings, signs. flyers
and other interesting places in the Bay
Area. One of the things that they
symbolize is the construction of new
ideas. For example. recently the station
has:
Added alternative hip -hop. metal
and funk to our weekday musical
format. People used to be able to
associate "college" music as that which
sounded like the hand REM. but there
is so much music out there that is not
played on mainstream stations, we felt
that the need to play these other styles
of music justified the change.
Beginning shortly, we will be
carrying live broadcasts of San Jose
Jammers basketball games in an effort
to show that San Jose is a viable city
for professional sports. We are also the
voice of the San Jose Giants, the minor
league brother of the S.F. team. and
have been for the past few seasons.
We have also added several new
public affairs shows, such as:
"Graphics Scene." dealing with
illustration and comics: "Radio Planet"
(produced in conjunction with KZSU.
Stanford), with interviews and
information about the science fiction
genre: "Toddler Talk." featuring the

"KSJS produce
the highest quality
programming with
the worst facilities
I’ve ever seen."
latest news about bringing up children:
and "Diagonally Speaking." focusing
on issues in the gay and lesbian
communities.
It is because of these changes. in
addition to our other quality
programming, that we were voted
"Best College Radio Station- by
readers of Metro in its 1990 "Best or
issue.
Recently. we held the San Jose
Mayoral Debate, and this November.
you can be sure that we will have upto-the-minute election coverage.
Yet, someone who evaluated the
station once said that. "KSJS produces
the highest quality programming with
the worst facilities I’ve ever seen." Not
to begrudge the university, especially
since it has already invested a lot of
money into the station (for our new
transmitter), but the recent state budget
crunch means that we don’t get nearly
the same amount of money as Stantnrd
and Santa Clara Universities give their
stations, and as a non-commercial
station, we can’t rake in the dough
through advertisements (the Federal
Communications Commission won’t let
us).
So, how do we make money? By

following and modifying the example
set by Public Broadcasting Service
stations, we are holding a "World
Domination Membership Drive."
All this week, KSJS is accepting
membership pledges from our listeners
and others to help support a sensible
alternative to the mass-produced
"product" force-fed to us by those who
think they know what we need. Big
corporations are buying up media
sources and each other so that a smaller
and smaller group influences the news
and entertainment of a larger and larger
world population. They’re in it for the
big bucks - we’re in it for our health.
figurativel and literally.
KSJS needs money to rebuild and
repair our dilapidated facilities.
otherwise we will have to go off the air
for a mighty long time (forever).
Remember,
the
fewer
the
information sources, the less
enlightened we are, and therefore, the
less healthy we are mentally.
Come down to the station, Hugh
Gillis Hall 132. and see what we’re all
about. I’d also like to invite you to
listen to us (9).7 on your FM dial) at
various times to hear the diversity we
have to offer.
Let’s prevent multi -national
corporations from deciding what we get
to see and hear by supporting small
time, alternative media. Let’s make
sure we get what we deserve
new
ideas and healthy minds.
World domination through frequency
modulation. The choice is up to you.
flan Salmassian is the Program
Director of KSJS, the campus radio
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Gorbachev wins Nobel Peace Prize
OSLO. Norway (AP)
Pres’
dent Mikhail S. Gorbachev won
the 1990 Nobel Peace Prize Monday for his decisive role in the dramatic rapprochement between East
and West
leadership that helped
end the Cold War, free the East
bloc and slow the arms race.
In awarding the 59 -year-old Soviet leader the $700,(X)0 prize, the
Norwegian Nobel Committee also
cited his allowing greater openness
in his homeland.
Gorbachev said the prize, the
tirst to a superpower chief execntic since President Woodrow
Wilson won in 1919. recognized
the success of perestroika
his
. government’s reform policies.
: "Words fail one at such
ments. I am moved," the official
Soviet news agency lass quoted
:Gorbachev as saying.
"When we were starting our
perestroika." Gorbachev said.
"we knew that it would have vast
significance to all countries." He
said he will personally accept the
award in Oslo.
In its citation, the Norwegian
:Nobel Committee said it decided to
,give Gorbachev the prize for his
!leading role in the peace process."
The committee noted "dramatic
changes" have occurred over the
past few years in the relationship
between East and West, saying:
"Confrontation has been replaced
hy negotiations. Old European nation states have regained freedom.
I he anus race is slowing down and
%e see a definite and active proes. in the direction of arms con (iii and disarmament."

’Words Jail one at such moments. 1 am moved.’
Gorbachev,
Soviet president, as quoted
’Fuss
The committee said several factors played a role in the historic
changes, but this year it was singling out Gorbachev "for his many
and decisive contributions."
"This peace process." the citation said. "...opens up new possibilities for the world community to
solve its pressing problems across
ideological, religious, historical
and cultural dividing lines."
In Washington today. President
Bush said Gorbachev is a "courageous force" for peaceful change.
"He has brought historically
significant change, both political
and economic, to the Soviet Union
and to Eastern Europe." Bush said
in a statement.
Gidske Anderson, leader of the
Nobel Committee, refused to say if
the prize was meant to help Gorbachev stay in power, as the same
domestic policies that have democratized political life also have led
to instability.
"If you will read the text you
will see we are talking mainly
about international policy," Ms.
Anderson said.
"The big thing that is happening
in the world is the reconciliation of
the superpowers. We are very
happy to come with a laureate who
has such great significance."
Gorbachev is the second s, lei

to win the Peace Prize. The first
Witti nuclear scientist and human
rights activist Andrei Sakhamv,
who won in 1975. Sakharov, who
died in December, could not accept the award for 14 years until
Gorbachev freed him from internal
exile and allowed him to travel.
Sakharov’s widow Yelena Bonner, criticized Gorbachev last
week in a Norwegian newspaper,
comparing him to Napoleon. Monday she had no comment on Gorbachev’s win.
Ms. Anderson said she would
expect the prize to be criticized:
"That would be normal."
Yigor Ligachev, No. 2 in the
Soviet government from 1985-88
and one of Gorbachev’s main rivals, told Norwegian television in
Moscow the Nobel Committee’s
decision was welcomed.
"It means we are finally met
with confidence in the world," he
said.
President Vaclev Havel of
Czechoslovakia, who had been
considered a leading candidate for
the prize, said:
"Mikhail Gorbachev contributed significantly to the acceleration of the inevitable changes in
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe and certainly deserves the
prize. If this prize contributes to
the peaceful and quiet transition of

.
It

WPM

TODAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Resume preparation Learn how to develop marketable resumes and letters. 1130
p m, Student Union Almaden Room, call
924-6030
ART DEPARTMENT: Student art shows
and openings. 9 a m 4 p m . Art Building
and Herbert Sanders Gallery in Industrial
Studies Building. call 924-4330
BASKETBALL TEAM: Looking for team
managers open to all SJSU students, call
924-1221
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Spar1Aerobics
offering ’A-Robles at a special’ daily drop.
in rate of $250 for students, 5.30-6.30 p.m.
Event Center Aerobics Room, call 924-5960
-MEChA: Statewide meeting for the ChicanoLatino student organization. 530 p.m.. Chicano Resource Center, Wahlquist Library
North Room 307 call 292.1897
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA: Planning meeting, 6 p m . Business Classroom Building
Room 207. call 298-2549
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB: Archaeology
Lecture by Professor Thomas Layton The
’Frolic" Shipwreck. 5 p m, Duncan Hall
Room 208. call 924-5712
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION:
General meeting, new members needed to
form organization. 3 p.m Chicano Resource Center, Wahlquist Library North
Room 307. call 924-2707.
ICE HOCKEY AT SJSU: Skate and Meeting, $10 skating fee, 9.45 p m., Eastridge Ice
Arena. call 926-6939
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL
AWARENESS WEEK: Prevention Education Program members and SJSU police
hand out leaflets at Seventh and 10th Street
garages. 9 a.m -6 p m call 924-5945
COUNSELING SERVICES: Stress managepm
3-5 d
ment group
fora
students.
non
rstim
A
Building Room 201 call 924-5910
SPARTAN TRACK CLUB- Workout 530
p nt South Campus frac,. .0971-8764
WEDNESDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Agape Community
Support discussion on the short film ’ThiLittle Prince. 530.730 pm . 300 S. 10th
St . call 298-0204
ART DEPARTMENT: Student art shows, 9
a nn -4 p m.. galleries. Lecture by David
Best, ’How to Keep Working." 5-6 p.m., Art
Building Room 133; Openings, 6-8 p.m , Art
Building call 924-4330
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Resumes critiqued by experts on drop -in,
first come-first -Served basis, 1-230 pm .
S U Almaden Room call 924,6030 Counting on a career in accounting. prolessionals
provide information on career opportunities.
330 pm. SU Umunhum Room call 9246048, Choosing your aviation arena professionals provide information on carreer op. portunities 4 30 p m S U LOMB Prieta
Room, call 924-6048
CENTER:
RESOURCE
WOMEN’S
Self defense for
Workshop lecture,
4-6 p m
required
registration
women
S U Montalvo Room. call 924-6500
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Information on eligibility to pin. 9
am -3p m in front of S U . call 293-4831
PRSSA: Public Relations Student Society of
America presentation by Brad Whitworth of
HewleffPackard on employee commurocatons. 7 pm SU Costanoan Room. call
248-5683
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT: Fall Seminar
Series Susan M Kauzlanch. UC-Daws.
Structure and Properties of Ternary Transition Metal Pniclides and Oxides. 4 30
pm . Duncan Hall Room 135. call 924-5000
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL
AWARENESS WEEK: Prevention Educahoo Programs alcohol responsibility skit

the Soviet Union to a society of
equal nations and citizens, we welcome it warmly."
In its citation, the Nobel Committee said the "greater openness"
Gorbachev "has brought about in
Soviet society has also helped promote international trust."
However, the changes Gorbachev has encouraged at home have
been accompanied by bloody ethnic conflicts in Armenia. Azerbaijan and other areas. And his economic
reforms
the
transformation to a market -based
system is still far off have
led to
shortages of consumer goods.
The prize was endowed by Alfred Nobel, the Swedish inventor
of dynamite, and has been awarded
since 1901.
He established four other prizes.
in medicinie. literature, physics
and chemistry. which are awarded
in Stockholm, Sweden.
The Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economic Science, established by
the Central Bank of Sweden in
1968. will he awarded Tuesday
The Nobel physics and chemistry
prizes will be awarded Wednes
day.
Last week. Mexican poet and
essayist Octavio Paz won the prize
for literature. Two American doctors. Joseph E. Murray and E.
Donnall Thomas. won the prize in
medicine for pioneering organ and
bone marrow transplants.
The awards are presented in
Oslo and Stockholm on Dec.
the anniversary of Nobel’s death in
1896.

SACRAMENTO (API
U.S. Sen. Pete Wilson, criticized by gubernatorial rival Dianne Feinstein for missing key
Senate votes, said Monday he
will return to Washington to
vote on the federal budget. delaying their second televised debate by at least a week.
His action moves the debate
to within 12 days of the Nov. 6
election, raising the potential
political stakes in the televised
confrontation.
Wilson also asked Feinstein
to suspend her campaign while
he is in Washington. Feinstein
had said earlier that she would
temporarily halt campaigning if
Wilson returned to Washington
on Senate business.
In was not clear what elements of her campaign would
when
suspended.
But
he
Feinstein offered to put a moratorium on campaigning, she
said she expected she would
apply it only to public appearances and did not include
television advertisements and
private fund raising.

It was also unclear what campaign activities, if any. that
Wilson would suspend while he
was out of California.
Spokespersons for both campaigns were not immediately
available for comment.
But in a prepared statement
released by his campaign office.
Wilson said that "it’s both my
job as California’s senator and
as a candidate for governor to
go back and cast some tough
votes...."
Their next debate, originally
scheduled for statewide broadcast Thursday from the studios
of San Francisco station KPIX.
has been tentatively rescheduled
for Oct. 25, although the event
again could be postponed, depending on Senate business.
Feinstein criticized Wilson
for missing crucial votes in the
Senate. including the confirmation of David Souter for the Supreme Court. She also has cited
Wilson’s attendance record as
"the worst attendance record of
any member of the Senate."

Last Chanceghni
Golden Key National Honor Society
extends its memberships deadline to
Oct. 19. Jr., Sr., Standing & Overall GPA of 3.3 required.
If you qualified but didn’t receive your invitation by mail,
bring your last semester’s grade report to verify overall GPA.
On Tuesday Oct. 16, in front of the Student Union at 9-3pm.

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK ’90
"As the Bell Tolls"

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.

Wilson will miss slated debate

competition for prizes. 7-10 p.m S U Lorna
Prieta Room, call 924-5945.
SPARTAN TRACK CLUB: Workout, 3 p m
South Campus track. call 971-8764
THURSDAY
CALIFORNIA FACULTY A SOCIATION:
Educational forum on the CSU budget with
state legislators, 5-7:30 p.m.. University
Club, 408 S. Eighth St.. call 924-3735
CATHOUC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: The
Catholic Adventure, 7 p.m.. Campus Christian Center Chapel, 10th and San Carlos
streets. call 298-0204
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study of Jeremiah. 12:30-1.30 p.m . S U. Montalvo Room.
call 298-0204

A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Last day to sign
up for Sailing #213, 9 a m.-4.30 pm. AS.
Business Office in S.U.. call 924-5961
SAFER.: Student Affiliation for Environmental Respect meeting, 5 p m. Dudley
Moorhead Hall Room 235A.
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
CLUB: Meeting. speaker from Career Planning and Placement Center, 5-6 pm, S.0
Montalvo Room. call 984-5346.
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL
AWARENESS WEEK: Student Health Service and Prevention Education Programs
"Sex. Alcohol and More in the ’90s," 9 a m 2 p m, Student Union middle level call 4480830

TUESDAY
October 16

THURSDAY
October 18

ALCOHOL
and SEX
HEALTH DAY
Student Union

UPD ROAD BLOCK

9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

SKIT
COMPETITION
at the Loma
Prieta Room
7:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.
Sumorle, by PFP (Pravant

CHEAP
READING

WEDNESDAY
October 17

Back to Basic
Blues
Amphitheatre
12:00 noon -1:00 p.m.

FRIDAY
October 19

PEP Student
Assistants

Controlled Drinking Experiment information table
KSJS will do a live remote on
at the Union.
campus with CHP and UPD
11:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Authentic
Russian
As the Bell Tolls Athletic Department
7:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Rock Band
LIVE MUSIC, GRINDERS

Brigadiers

Amphitheatre
12 00 noon-1 00 p m

Amphitheatre
12.00 noon

Eduorion Program) cantor dnnvon of Student Servon, Student Halth Santos, Raaidental Lilo to On )a),
UPD, SUPRO. SJSU Alh)atrcs, KSJS, NBC Siudo 0,5. Tucloos, AB Con-cad Chsc Exchangs

THE SPARTAN PUB &

THE PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM
OF SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Are proud to participate in
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness week
October 15-21

$ CASH for your BOOKS

Bring in this ad with the questions answered and get an order of our
HOt ’n’ Spicy Chicken Wings for $1.00 OFF our regular price of $2.95.

Specializing in
Science Fiction

OFFER VALID THROUGH 10-21-90

Fantasy
CD’s, Tapes & Records
New & Used Books

ARecycle
Book Store
Mon -Thur 10am - 9pm
Fri & Sat 10am - lOpm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara (near4th )

286-6275

Bound For
Success
Kinko’s binding services lead
to a strong finish for your term papers,
theses, report, organization matenals
and much more. Just look at your variety of choices
spiral binding
Veloftinds

card stock covers

clear covers

QUESTIONS

99 Binding
Mr 0 with card stock
Offer applies la spiral or Volokliod up te
corer ii partic looting K Into i Copy Cowell Does not include coOlet
Not valid with any other Wet Ono coupon per customer
Good through hog,

0,199e,

295-4336
310S Third St
(Armee from McDonald to

2.
295-5511
481E Son Global".
i8ewrlOnh& Ilthi

kinkon
magi

the copy center
.4.1moommissismasmidl

3.
4.
5.

Rank in order from the strongest to the least strong, the type of beverage that has the
greatest alcohol content in it:
(A) 12 oz. be (B) 6 oz. glass of wine C) A one shot highball or cocktail
Your BAC (Blood Alcohol Content) cannot exceed what percentage before you are considered
to be driving illegally in the state of California?
Alcohol is a stimulant. True or False?
Alcohol affects men and women in the same manner. True or False?
The average drink is metabolized by the liver in what length of by the liver in what length of tirry’

Remember, if you party at the Pub and bring a designated
driver, that person receives free sodas, courtesy or our
SOBER SPARTAN PROGRAM
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Event Center
rocks hard
with Satriani
By Anthony Cataldo
Daily staff writer

Friday night’s concert in the
Event Center leads to only one
conclusionJoe Satriani delivers.
Playing to a crowd 5,700 strong.
Satriani had them pumping their
fists to the roar of his rock.
Eric Johnson opened with a mediocre performance save a few
original guitar licks and his single
"Cliffs of Dover."
He seemed more worried about
fooling with sound-modifying petals rather than playing fresh, nonrecycled sounds. It was indeed releiving for Satriani to take his
place.
Kevin Squires

Members id Chi Omega show their spirit at the
Spartan rally held Friday night in the Student

Daily staff photographer

rnion Amphitheatre. The rally was one of the
activities featured as a part of Homecoming.

1990 Homecoming royalty named
By Amanda Helen

Daily staff writer

As the cars rolled onto the field
Saturday night, the adrenalin was
pumping through six SJSU students, all dressed to impress, as
they smiled anxiously up into the
thousands of faces in the crowd.

alumni, he said.
In a break from tradition, SJSU
President Gail Fullerton crowned
the new queen, instead of last
year’s homecoming queen.

Batchelor said having Associated Students President Ameze
It was halftime and the Spartan Washington on the field also
football team was ahead of the helped to represent more of SJSU,
Long Beach Forty-Niners by a as opposed to just the candidates.
score of 25-10. The anticipation
According to Batchelor, alpeaked in two minutes as it all though her duties were
officially
came down to only two names.
over, she will "hang around" to
Damn Davis of Sigma Nu Fra- show the new king and queen the
ternity and Nicole Anderson of ropes.
Alpha Phi Sorority were crowned
The ceremony itself was short.
Homecoming King and Queen of
"It did seem to go more rapid
1990. marking the beginning of a than before," said Batchelor, unyear-long chapter in their lives.
sure of what happened. Maybe the
After announcing his name, band took longer than they were
Davis first felt relief that it was supposed to, she guessed.
over. "then it hit me," Davis said.
Just as surprised about the award
was newly crowned Homecoming
Queen Nicole Anderson
"What do you sayrIsked the
very much-surprised Anderson following halftime.
"I think they’re all really qualified," Anderson said of the other
candidates, but was unsure of what
allowed her to win.
"I think the finalists enjoyed
themselves a lot," said Lynn Batchelor, Homecoming Queen ot
1989.

"For the time we had and the
money we had, we did a good
job." said Blair Whitney. A.S. Director of Community Affairs and
Homecoming Vice Chairman.
"It was the best homcoming
ever," Whitney said. But there
"was not enough time to do everything we wanted to do."
According to Whitney, one of
those things was the presentation
of scholarships during the halftime
of Saturday’s football game by
Alumni President Hal Riddle.
Second runners-up were Ron
Henares of Theta Chi Fraternity
and Dawn Eggers of Delta Gamma
Sorority. Scott Gibson of Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity and
Michelle Taylor of Alpha Omicron
Pi Sorority came in as third runners-up.
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True to the original recording,
Kevin squires Daily staff photographer
Satriani’s "Flying in a Blue
Dream" was a penetrating opener.
Watching him play, you knew he Guitarist Joe Satriani plays for a crowd of 5,700 Friday night held
wanted nothing more than to he in the Event Center. The set included songs from "Flying in a
Blue 1)ream" and his previous album "Surfing with the Alien."
there doing his thing.
His hands were a blur of motion,
making it a wonder that they could
still be so precise. Combined with
Stuart Hamm’s talent on bass and
Jeff Campitelli’s thunderous drum
beats, Satriani had the Event Center charged.
Hamm too deserved the cheers
he received for his solo rendition
of the Peanuts theme.
Other songs Satriani bellowed
from his latest "Flying in a Blue
Dream" album were "Can’t Slow
Down," "Big Bad Moon," and
"Ride." Disappointing, however.
was Satriani’s singing which
sounded like a 13-year-old whose
voice is still changing. Unimpressive too was the hasty acoustic version of "I Believe."
His gift for guitar more than
compensated for these deficiencies, however.
Drawings Prizes Drink Specials 0 s’r.
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Come help us celebrate our
First Birthday
October 13 - 19

Satriani played a score of songs
from his previous album like his
first hit "Surfing With the Alien,"
the bold "Ice 9," and the melodic
"Always With Me. Always With
You. "
Satriani graced the crowd with
two encores before departing.
Looking into the crowd, one
couldn’t help notice the sea of illuminating smiles.

%rnimie"-milƒ---.-ml."11ftftƒ--...
TACO TUESDAY - 250 Tacos
WING’N’WEDNESDAY - $1 for every 10 wings
THURSDAY FAJITA RITA NIGHT
$1 Fajitas, $1 Margaritas
ifj

---F OR FUN, FOOD, FRIENDS & FROGS
1600 S. Saratoga Ave Westgate Mall (408) 376-0194

According to Batchelor, this
year’s king and queen will represent SJSU in more public relations work with San Jose than in
the past. So far participation with
the Christmas in the Park Parade in
San Jose is already planned.
Being a lot more visible
throughout the entire year, not just
during homecoming, is hoped for
this year’s king and queen, Batchelor said.
One of the goals Davis has as
homecoming king is to "bring
back pride in college and stress
that college does a lot for a person." he said.
Davis hopes that this feeling of
loyalty toward SJSU will carry
over for students a. they become

WE NEW
SELF-MOTIVATED
STUDENTS.
EAIVI UP TO $10/HR.
Market credit cards on
campus Flexible hours
Only 10 positions available
Call Now
1-800-950-8472 Ert.20

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
’1000 in just one week.
Earn up to ’1000 in one
week for your campus
organization.

EARN $$$$$$
FOR CHRISTMAS

NOW HIRING FOR SALES AND
SUPPORT POSITIONS
EARN CHRISTMAS SPENDING MONEY AND
ENJOY A DISCOUNT
PLEASE COME INTERVIEW
WITH US
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17
11 am - 3pm
BUSINESS CLASSROOM 1

Plus a chance at
’5000 more!
This program works’
No investment needed

Call 1400-932-0528
Ext. 50

IN COOPERATION WITH CAREER Pt ANNING
AND PLACEMENT BUSINESS CLASSROOM 13, 924 6033
MACY’S IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY FMPI OYF

Introducing MAP.
The Management Associate Program.
Household Credit Services can help you
turn your degree into solid work experience
Thanks to MAP, you can make wise choices
about a long-term career in the growing field
of financial services.
All business with a data processing minor,
marketing, and accounting majors are eligible
for our upcoming Spring program Through
the season, you’ll see the inner workings of
different business units It’s a great way to
gauge your aptitude and interest, while earning
a good salary.

Upon completion of the program, you’ll be
ready to start a career with Household Credit
Services, one of America’s leading credit card
issuers. At Household, you’ll work in an environ
ment of innovation and support.
Your first career decision should be to see Its on
campus Monday, Oct 29.
Visit the Career Planning and Placement office
now to sign up for your interview If your schedule doesn’t allow for an on-campus interview,
contact Household Credit Services, P.O. Box
80041, Salinas, CA 93912-0041. We’re an equal
opportunity employer.

Household Credit Services
Where opportunity is

11

Household word.
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PHONES
From page I
time and not before, there should be very
kw times when they get a busy signal.
Q. How will this affect Thogram Adjustment Day?
A. With the implementation of TouchTone Registration, Program Adjustment
Day is eliminated. Some students will be
tequired to register on "On-Line Day."
This group includes only international students living in foreign countries who are
coming to SJSU for the first time, and
only new and returning students who are
ddmitted between Jan. 4 and Jan. 18,1991.
Q. In the past, students have had to trgislet. for extra classes in case they didn’t get
the classes they really wanted. Will this still
be necessary?
A. No, Touch-SJSU allows students to
control their registration. Students will
know immediately, while they are registering. if they are enrolled in the class. There
is no need for students to sign-up for extra
classes.
Q. When does the $20 fee come into
era? When is the last day to add or chvp
Without being charged?
A. The $20 add/drop fee goes into
effect beginning with the Change of Program (add/drop) period. This is a onetime per term adjustment fee. The student
Who chooses to add or drop will not be
assessed $20 for each add or each drop.

CONFUSION
From page I
With C.A.R.. students filled out
the form and had to wait for a
response by mail. Some would
sign up for more classes than they
needed because they didn’t know
which classes they would get. This
caused the last-minute shuffling of
classes during the first two weeks
of the semester that students have
become familiar with.
Touch-SJSU will tell students
immediately whether they are registered for a class. If a class is full.
the system can suggest an alternative, according to Chambers. All
the shuffling can take place during

one phone call.
Students will be able to make a
change immediately or wait, think
it over and call the system back
later to register for a new class.
Furthermore, classes are more
likely to be available because students won’t be signing up for
unnecessary classes, according to
Chambers.
"Touch-SJSU will decrease adds
and drops by 80-90 percent if students
use the system," Chambers said.
A similar phone registration system called California State TouchTone Admission and Records
(C.S.T.A.R.) was implemented at
California State University Hayward
before the 1990 winter quarter.
"The C.S.T.A.R system makes
open registration at San Jose State

A. Students should use Touch-SJSU.
We have built into the system a help line.
Also, if the student is continually having
problems, the system will ask the student
to contact Admissions and Records. Disabled Student Services will provide assistance to disabled students who need help
in registering for classes.
Q. After Jan. 4, how can students register?
A. Students eligible to register through
Touch-SJSU must register between Nov. 1
and Jan. 4, 1991, at their appointment time
or any time until Jan. 4, 1991. Only students new/returning who are admitted to
the University between Jan. 4 and Jan. 18,
1991. will register Jan. 24 and only international students coming to us for the first
time will register on January 24. Students
who fall in the Over-60 and Step to College programs register on the first day of
classes. These students will not be assessed
the $20 class adjustment fee.
Q. Is it possible for the system to break
down? What happens to a student who has
an appointment time when it does break
down?
A. There may be times when the system
goes down. The system will tell students to
call back later. If a student is in the process
of registering and the system goes down, a
student can call back and continue with
their registration if the system is up.
Q. Who runs the system? Who makes
sun- that it stays on during the assigned
hours?
A. Admissions and Records works with

A. A student cannot put Touch-SJSU on
hold. If no action takes place within seven
seconds, the system will respond by logging the student off the system.
Q. In the past students have been able to
sign up on a waiting list, attend the class.
and talk the professor into letting them in.
Since Touch-SJSU has eliminated waiting
lists, will it still be possible to add a dais
with professor’s permission that had previously been determined full? And will the
$20 fee still be assessed?
A. No, waiting lists are required while
Touch-SJSU is in operation. Remember,
students control their ability to get into a
class. However, if a student who has used
Touch-SJSU decides to add/drop a class
once instruction has begun, he/she will pay
the one-time $20 adjustment fee.
Q. With CAR. students didn’t have to
wait for a turn to send their registration
application in. It seems like students who
hare late appointments under the new system had a better chance to get classes with
CAR. Is this true?
A. No! Once Admissions and Records
had collected all C.A.R. forms, the forms
were run against the C.A.R. system based
on the priority registration policy. So students who submitted their forms early had
no advantage over those who submitted
their forms at the last minute.
Q. Is their another way for students to
register who absolutely don’t understand
how to use the system? Is there a way for
students who are intimidated by the system
to register without using Touch-SJSU?

Students, once their appointment times
have passed. can go in and out of the system through 7 p.m. Jan. 4, 1991 when
Touch-SJSU closes, without being penalized.
Q. Did Touch-SJSU cause the $20
add/drop fee?
A. The $20 add/drop fee had been discussed for several years because students
were registering for extra classes which
would be dropped once they got their
schedule via C.A.R. The decision to implement the fee was made now that TouchSJSU is here and students can control their
registration. Students who use Touch-SJSU
and get their classes will not need to
add/drop; therefore, they will not be
assessed the $20 fee.
Q. What happens if an emergency pulls
a student away in the middle of a TouchSISU call and he or she has to hang up?
A. If an emergency occurs and the student hangs up. the student is logged off the
system. If the student has added or dropped
classes before hanging up. those class
actions will have been accepted by the system and the student billed accordingly. Students May go back into the system and continue their registration once the emergency
is over, as long as the system is available
between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.. Monday
through Friday.
Q. Is it possible to put Touch-SJSU on
hold? Can a student who has Call-Waiting
attend to another call by putting TouchSJSU on hold? If he or she does, will the
system get bogged down?

seem medieval." said 23-year-old
Hayward student Chris Bucholtz.
Bucholtz recently transferred
from SJSU to Hayward State. "At
least here (Hayward) everything is
more timely. I’ve heard more complaints about billing being late or
things getting lost in the mail than
about C.S.T.A.R.," Bucholtz said.
This should come as good news
for students, in light of the new $20
fee for adds and drops. The fee
will be in effect after Jan. 4, the last
day Touch-SJSU will be open for
general registration. After Jan. 4,
students must wait until the spring
semester begins to add or drop
cla.sses.
Phone registration will eliminate
the long wait to see what classes are
available caused by C.A.R.

Information Systems and Computing and
Business and Financial Services to assure
we are getting the most out of the hardware
and software.
Q. Will students who live in different
area codes have to pay for the call?
A. Yes. Also, students registering from
out of state will have to pay for long distance calls.
Q. Finally, what is your opinion on why
this system will be better for the students?
What are the main benefits and how do
they overshadow the drawbacks?
A. No system is perfect. The new
Touch-Tone system improves registration
by I) allowing each student control of
his/her own registration: 2) letting students
register for classes from their home or
workplace; 3) eliminating the long lines
we have seen at registration and during the
add/drop period; 4) cutting down on the
number of students who add/drop; 5) saving the University a great deal of money in
the long run; 6) helping to eliminate registration errors; and 7) calculating students’
fees while they are on the phone.
Some of the main benefits are I) student convenience, 2) instant feedback on
any problems with the student’s registration, such as eligibility to register or
holds on student’s record to prevent registration, 3) system is easy to follow and
gives natural responses, and 4) immediate management information to department chairpersons and registration
administrators.

Apple to polish image with new Macs
In reality, though, Apple is bet- and is six-months late with its new
ting its bottom line on the three operating-system software. The
new Macs it is introducing amid software, called System 7, now
much fanfare today at its Fremont isn’t expected to be ready until
factory. If the machines are hits, March.
they can take investors’ minds off
Analysts are divided over
some of Apple’s other problems
and give a quick boost to the com- whether Apple’s effort to gain
market share at the expense of
pany’s earnings.
profit margins will revitalize the
Apple has taken a .battering on company or cut into earnings.
Wall Street this year, in part because of a drop in unit sales. It is
Investors, so far, are wary, and
facing a slowdown in the industry, Apple’s stock has plummeted from
has lost significant market share in a high of $50 a share during the
schools to International Business past year to a low of $25.50 last
Machines Corp.. has failed to week before closing Friday at
come up with a lightweight laptop, $28.25.

Associated Press

At a breakfast in a winery above
Silicon Valley to promote Apple
Computers Inc.’s three new,
lower-cost Macintoshes, chief executive officer John Sculley struck
a decidedly casual tone.
Sculley, dressed in jeans and a
knit shirt and facing out toward an
idyllic, fog-draped vineyard, cavalierly dismissed the woes facing
his company.
Instead, he talked in typically
upbeat fashion about how Apple’s
most aggressive pricing and
$40 million advertising campaign
will boost the company’s market
share and polish Apple’s image.
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ACTIVISTS FOR THE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAMPAIGN why
CALP1RG
to strengthen the
federal clean air act

DENTAL SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now,

Cleaning. and office
visits el no charge
For brochure see
A S office or call
1400-655-3225
San Jose State

CARE
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COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed et local resklentlel took
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56-56 25 hr Cell 441-3953
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WING CHUN KUNG EU
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def.. system was
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...ye quick
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wise fighting
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are taught using
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encouraged to apply
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2913.4
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Clerk
FRESHMAN SOPHOMORE
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2666181
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FOR SALE
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Stet. Farm Insurance Co
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Winchefer Blvd San Jose II 7
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VIDEO GAMES
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Nintendo Genesis TG 16
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HELP WANTED

OPEN REC ATTENDANT wanted to
supervise on-campus sports pro.
grams eves & Saturdays Keep
records of attertdenc invent.
el.* etc Must be a current student Appro. 15 hours week 55535 start Apply by 10 19 90 9205950 lor Into
OVERSEAS AND CRU1SESHIPS EM.
PL OYME NT.
Many
positions
Work
month- horn.
month
Call (805)4412.755S met 5-1062
PRODUCT MARKETING MGT
Sports minded people needed for
Santa Clara office management
position

No experience noc
celery, we losin [ell LE at 4029307
SALES-ELECTRICAL We are looking
for a thrilled number of people to
free sales training
run through
program tt accepted we .11 assist you with your ’emirno inter.
vleseing skills and placement assistance Positions ore employer
paid Requires good cortunun.
lion skills Cell BRIAN KOPP at
EITP for an interview 1415)775-
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WANTED
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L1SH SPANISH bi-lingual only No
Flexible
uperience necessary
guaranteed

hours

wages
AUTO
SALES
BLACKBURN
Call 292-6121 1334 S 151 01 S J
SECURITY OFFICERS
PROCESS SERVERS
Full limeperl Ilene
0 ell shifts
We yrilltrein
Apply in person
Mon -Fri 90.1,4 pm

JOBS IN PARADISE
Learn how to obtain exciting
no. careers with CLUB MED
cruise.es and other tropical
resorts Let our informative
guide show you how Send
$16 9510 A AM Publications
P 0 Box 3728 S.M. Clare
C

95055
JOBS IN PARADISE
Linen how to obtain *reciting
new careers with Club Mud
cruiselines. end other
tropical resorts Let our
informative guide show you
how Sand516 95Io
A & M Publocetion
P 0 Box 3728 Santa Clera

C 95055
LOOKING FOR A
STUDENT organ... that
would Ilk. to earn !SOO-

290 Merklian Aye
- ACUFACTS. INC

S J

SECURITY
07-9070 START
Weekly Pay
immediate Interview.
With Regular Raises
Full Time or Pan Time
No ExperlencePIecessary
Vanguard is looking for

A San Tomas) 721-4965

SI .000 for a one week
on -campus marketing

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE Sales Clerk*
needed Hours MonFri 7 m 1

propct Organired end
hard working Call

pm Departments gins ciotheng
bookcheck general supplies &

Amy Jeanine et 1100)

lestbooks Please apply in person
SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
at

592-2121

(408)924.1800
1 OOKING FOR STUDENTS
to work on en on -campus
marketing protect tor
motor companies Must
be personable end outgoing
Excellent earnings,
Jeanine Amy at (BOO)
502 2121

STUDENTS ARE NEEDED for tempo
eery work aeskernents ar
Airborne E sprees
SOS Laurent..
Santa Clare C 95054
Work will be performed between
the hours of 6 p rn and 8 p en You

MODE1 S
ACTORS
DUPONT MODEL MANAGEMENT
is *seer hing for all
types and ages to represent

must
be
avellet.
Monday
through Friday to be et 605 I au
relwood no later than 6 pm Your
avaiiabillty Is essential for Om
pinyment Won will consign at

lilms
for TV r
videos cal.**os and runway
woe% No wiper or training
rim Noise Not echo&
Or seonthop FVFRYONE MUST

loading

VISIT OUR one -of altind
agency today’
Phone 1415)956-8023
NEEDED Pori tIme phoner for poliii
,el earnpogn No sales E,o

and unloading freight
shipments ranging horn I to TO
RN it interested pl.aa send
your name end phone number or
apply at
Airborne Esp.*. 60559s1s Way
Milan.. Cs 95035
Ann Rodney Run. k
No phone calls ON... "1
woos Is an equal out employs. ME V14

boxing club, Call 22117649

Flevlbte schedules &
early ern & let. pm
posttions ay.& immediately
Call 257-73256 units
P E recreation or

fern money tor your ’,eternity,
wrorlty, club or business by selling sib -screen. TShirts with

education units prof

(415)962-8801

your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

tact the Student Union Director

WOMEN INTERESTED in
being sublet.s for psych testing
with McNutt student Call CAROLYN at (401)924.3091

SERVICES

HOUSING

EDITORIAL

FREE Studio eat In exchenpa to,
work Couple preferred. 2 year
slay. Mtn View (415)9484856
ROOM FOR RENT 5206 rno plus 1 2
utillINs 2 blocks from SJSU Call
971-2519
51501-780 5 11th Street 2 berm. 2
bath remodeled and very clean
Ample perking. 17504400 mo
Laundry on site security build -

progruns

RESEARCH

SERVICES

Tutoring consultation billogre
phic materials and edging send
ictts Final draught preperation
14151641-5036
PERMANENT COSMETICS
by TRISH
Enhance your natural beituty.
Hem natural looking beautiful
eyebrows -lips -cheeks & the
luxury of sensuous eye.
Call by December 251990
& receive 15’. discount

Inc. bicycle necks Call 26149157

Curtin

Mexico. Europe. U
Love skim.
Make your Christmas
plan. NOW’
Call 997-3647.0 seek
for ARLENE’

TYPING
AAAAAA HA’
NO TIME to typo your
pew resume,
We cen type ft FAST and NEAT
wfth .LOW RATE for students
As low as 52 p.m’
Call now .2.0191 9213956
John or Poulin.
AAAH, Too many

reports end not
enough Ilme7 LET ME DO THE
TYPING, Resumes Nrm papers
them. etc Grad A Linden,.
Avenelhlo day eves & weekends
by spat Laser Printer Call ANNA
at 972-4992

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports terrn pews

for students A facutty
621 E Campbell Aye 017

resumes tellers
more
POSTSCRIPT LASERJET

HELPIt LOST BURGANDY WOMEN
WALLET It found turn in to STUACTIVITIES
REWARD
DENT
AVAILIICall SANDRA 3654270

call 379.3500

Snub.* occur... &
leer’ Spell Gram ck vi

PERSONALS
NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings Cl
6 30 & 8 00 PM Campus Christian
Center 10th & San Caries For
more info about other actIvitles

CATHOLIC

call Father Mark Mary or Sister
Judy Ryan at 296-0204
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC. Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
confident’. Your very own probe
Cm dispomble Cell 247.7486 335
S Berra. Ave

San Jose

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning Sr 10 AM at
Campus Christian Center 10111 &
San Cubs For more inform...1
about utivities call Rey Norb

SELL CAR STEREO 19100 big beg discounts to fellow SJSU tudents I
am fully authorized dee10 for
audio controlAulotek.Cleran G
S RedllnisInfinny keetwood
Kicker Linear
power Pioneer
Rockford Fosgate Sony Ungo Bo
k Yernaha.2apco
more Student
ID
Nod 41S-780-9292 iv
msg.MARC

Close to campus
Picitup overt
EVELYN 27041014
AFFORDABLE AND EXPERIENCED
wordproceing. Term papers reports group papers resumes letters theses etc Letter twenty’ All
’immune plus APA SPELCHEK
punctuation grammar .sistance
All wont guaranteed’ Call PAM
247-1661 8 am florn for worrybee
professional dependable me..

TRAVEL
AIR FARE DISCOUNTS,’ TWA oftee
10% oft .y published fare Put
chase your TWA student discount
cord now and beat the tore in
cream. Call ANDY no. Cl 293.
8720
STUDY ABROAD AUSTRAL IA Info,
mation on semeeter term Grad 4

CALL LINDA TODAY
tor uperienced profess...1
word processing nurses
term papers group protects
etc All formats including
APA Lame Printer Quick

WHERE DO YOU
went to 90777 Hawaii

LOST & FOUND

STEREO

Unlit

18001878-5696

WANTED

Office

friendly people to work
at safe secure high tech
companies
BEST BENEFITS AVAIL A151 F
Sharp bluer uniform. vecatior
pay mod dent ins end
credit union
Apply at 3212 Soon Blvd
Santa Clara iBetw.en Cftcott

intern

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS. Intermleal in tormIng

THE STUDENT UNION INFORMATION
CENTER is now hiring Work
study positions only Please con-

1059

PERSONA at 453-0505

COMPUTER REPAIR
Dale recovery hardwire
upgrades Software consultIng LOW PRICES. Also
sale of sccesories
V1NA COMPUTER SERVICE

Start

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY",
Comm Real Estate Co
looking for data bank assistant

COMPUTERS

TEACHERS AIDES SUBS’
Small World Schools
Is hiring pert-lime
students for all types
of childcare programs

011408)279-4405

end to pass BIG GREEN.
5200-5300 per wmk
Full & part tInut
Call JAMES .1 )419) 323.5364

Save your teeth eyes
and money too

Firnheber al 298-0204

fling. weekends. 57 hr to start
Immediate openings. call Susan

ENVIRONMENT

A NETi. V TYPED PAPER
gets the bui geed.
Good spotting and grammar
also help Lel this
English teacher salon
you in improving your
G P A Forman students
welcome [ell BARBARA
eb WRITE TYPE
(4081295 7436

theses legal papers mailing fists
graphics
etc
Call
994-5203
toeley’
PROFESSIONAL

TYPING
wordprocessing’ Close to campus Fast
turnaround Please cad 292-4096
SANTA CLRA EDITORIAL
Attention ENGINEERING

return Tren.riptIon Services
avellabk Almaden Brenham area
Phone 264-4504

student and non -natty.
...kers’ Lel me help
you wfth resumes letters
and reports Very masonable Technical writing

CALL MRS MORTON at 269.9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of lerm papers reesarch protects
A resumes WIII gladly assist
w greemniarpunctuation &
lance structure (knowledgable on
Tura.. APA & Campbell formats) Equip used
& HPlaser Jull

Word Pertect

background Please call
4081749.8466
SERVICING

Considerable

business experience & tonne.
English mato. WILLOW GLEN
DIN
EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING
Profusion..
(aerving
typist
SJSU for 4 years) high quality

TEACHERS’ STUDENTS’
Work done prof...tonally
accurately quickly & with
smile’ Handouts exam
Niers resumes pepers etc

punctuation check Avail... 7
days week by eppantment Call
RO2 274.3664

DEBBIE S SECRETARIAL

EXPERIENCED FAST
WORD processom funnier
MTh APA Turabian format.

ACCURATE

SERVICES
294-1833
50’.. off
SJSU ID
TYPING -WORD PROCESSING
Term papers reports
Thews rethink.*
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
Call 972-1563
WORD PROCESSING
LETTER OUALITY

COMPUTER
Near Hanoi -

WOFIDPROCESSOFI
ton & W1nc hest., Call SHIRLEY
Sr 379-3519 KATHY et 379.1188
52 per page
LETTER DUALITY
COMPUTER PROCESSING
FREE spell check
Help with gramme,

Processing

12 minutes
Quick turnaround
from campus Cell KATE at Techniceny Typing (4041281.0750

ten group protects etc APA
specialist
sqIllrig grammar

FAST

Word

end Graphics needs Term papers reports theses etc LASER
PRINTER
FREE grummet ape,
i punt check Reasonable rates

term petters theses resumes let

to".17.’ls MMrs these.
resumes whatever Science &
Err9listm P.Paril our specially
FREE so...check elorege
Low -Cost editing graphics
Cali Paul Virginia-2514449

your

Printing copies etc’
Peptm resumes & more
Call CECIL IA at 223-6,02
1Word peocesseng 114 hr
52 SO page VANICIIMM, is les.’
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
Resumes Loners Reports
Reinoneble Rates
Laser Printing
P U & Del Cover ail areas of
San Joe* Comp.. &
Santa Clare
Call tor free HIlnlate

Remonsble Nies
Minimum 52 per peg.
Call 96.11) at 234-8759
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING
125 wpm’ Chaillty guaranteed
Convent!. rates Term ropers
tape
Iron...ion
...urn..

2734331

40111.11MINIMINNIIMIIIMIIIMMIIMIMINIOMMIMMIIMIIIMIIMIIMMI=IMINIMMIMIIMENIMMIS
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One
Day
3 Lines $500
4 Lines $600
5 Lines Si 00
6 Lines $800
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Three
Days
Days
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$870 $940
ne $1 00

Four
Days
$ 7 00
$ 8 10
$ 8 80
$10 10

Ilto

Print Your Ad Here

I
1
I
1
1
1
1
1

(Count approximately 23 letters and spaces for each line)

Each
Five
Extra
Days
bay
$ 800 $1 50
$ 8 80 52 00
$ 960 53 00
$1080 $3 50

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5-9) ,ner, $7000
10 14 I ines $90 00
15-19 L.nes 5110 00

Eaol Inne ilas 23 spaces availabre ,ncludin9 spaces and puno,aidn,
IAN classified advedisements 11451 50 554 for inaos,ance
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Address
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Greek
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Stereo

Computers
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Travel
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Personal
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Spartan volleyball squad defeats UC Irvine
on Sunday in close-fought five -game match
By Shigeru Nishiwaki
Daily stall writer

Kelley Chinn

Special to the Daily

Annie Shaughnessy sets the ball during
SJSU’s victory over U.C. Irvine on Sunday at the Events Center.

It was just another day at the office
for SJSU women’s volleyball coach John
Corbelli as his team won another fivegame match Sunday.
The Spartans defeated Big West conference rival UC Irvine 15-2, 14-16, 15-7.
13-15, and 15-11.
The Spartans have had five-game
wins in three of their last five matches, including a victory over defending national
champion Long Beach State on Friday
night.
The win extended SJSU’s winning
streak to eight matches, and improved its
1990 record to 14-1, 8-1 in conference
play.
The Spartans looked as if they would
breeze through another win after capturing
the first game, allowing Irvine to score just
two points.
However, the Anteaters came back in
the second game and stayed within reach
of the Spartans. who led for most of the
game. After being down 10-14. Irvine.
through the serve of setter Traci Webb,
scored the next six points to tie the match
at one.

The Anteaters appeared on the way to
a 2-1 lead as they went up 7-1 in the third
game. The Spartans rallied from that point
on, shutting out Irvine and capturing the
game 15-7.
Again in the fourth game both teams
played evenly with neither one taking a
commanding lead. The score was tied at
12-12 when Irvine scored the next two
points to get a game point. However, the
Spartans gained the next sideout and
scored one more point as Heather McPherson spiked the ball into the open court.
Irvine gained the hall back on the
next play, but wasn’t able to convert on its
second game point. Both teams exchanged
three sideouts before the Anteaters captured the game when the ball hit Spartan
Leewitt Withrow’s back as she tried to
avoid it after a block.
Both teams played a close fifth decisive game. After taking a 7-4 lead, the
Spartans found themselves trailing 9-11.
However, they came back to score the next
six points and captured the match on a
Betsy Welsh kill.
"It shouldn’t have taken us five
games." said senior Heather McPherson
"We \, ere too relaxed."

Spartans in the
NFL
Through Week Six

Sophomore defensive specialist Erika
MacLennan agreed.
"We just kind of let down," she
said. "We always do that in matches that
we should be winning in three."
Statistically, the Spartans were led by
Welsh who had 22 digs and 32 kills, one
shy of the school record set by Dawnis
Wilson the previous weekend. Wilson had
24 kills and 24 digs in the match.
Irvine, which dropped to 6-12. 2-7,
was led by Kim Collins who had 20 kills
and 22 digs and by sophomore Scotleen
Risley who had 16 kills and 17 digs. Webb
had 53 assists while also registering 22
digs.
"My team tried real hard." Irvine
coach Mike Puritz said. "They tried as
hard as they could, and that’s what it’s all
about."
Despite the win, Corbelli said he was
not satisfied with the team’s level of play.
"We played well in the first game,
but yes, we let down." he said. "Tonight
we didn’t make any progress."

Johnny Johnson, FB

(87-89)
Phoenix Cardinals
Receiving
Rushing
No. Yds Avg TD Rec Yds Avg ID
13 128 9.8
0
93 423 45
2

Mervyn Fernandez, WR

(81)
Los Angeles Raiders
Rushing
Receiving
Rec Yrds Avg TO No Yds Avg 11)
0
2
11 45
28
522 187 2

Stacey Bailey, WR

(78-81)
Atlanta Falcons
Receiving
Flec Yrds Avg TO
44 110 0
4

Steve DeBerg,

QB (75-76)
Kansas City Chola
Passing
Yds TO
No Alt Pct
8
3
94 177 53 1 1375

int

GIII Byrd, CB

(79-82)
San Diego Chargers
Interceptions
No TO This
3
0
22

Jay Taylor,

S (87-88)
Phoenix Cardinals
Interception
No
TD Tkls
2
0
8

"We could have gotten more out of
tonight’s match."

Soccer team loses to Fresno State, takes only four shots

Ricky SIglar, OL

(R)
San Francisco 49ers

James Saxon, RB

By Bryan Cold

(86-87)

Kansas City Chiefs

Daily staff writer

Following in the footsteps of
Stanford. the Fresno State Bulldogs shut out the SJSU soccer
team Sunday 3-0 at Spartan Stadium.

SJSU needs
managers for
basketball team

Stanford and Fresno State posed
similar threats to the SJSU men’s
team, limiting the Spartans to just
four shots on goal.
After losing to Stanford 441
Wednesday. the Spartans (3-11
overall. 1-4 in the Big West Conference) returned to conference action against the Bulldogs (12-2-1 ,
4-1), who scored two first half
goals and added another in the second half for the win.

By Steve Helmer
Daily staff writer

"We were able to play our type
of game," said Fresno State head
coach Jose Elgorriaga. "We were
able to string passes together and
move the ball around the field."
"Fresno State knows that it is
more beneficial to keep the ball on
the ground." said Spartan head
coach Gary St. Clair. "What it
comes down to is that they are a
very good team and we are not a
very good team."
In keeping the ball on the
ground. Bulldog forward Gerell
Elliott scored at the 12:29 mark
and Karl Ingeman added another
with 1:52 left in the half to give
Fresno a 2-0 lead. Midfielder
Ricky Villa scored on a header at
the 51:02 mark to close out the
scoring.
Following in the footsteps of
Stanford, who took 17 shots on
goal against SJSU. Fresno State
took 14 shots overall and for the
second consecutive game, the
Spartans managed only four shots
on goal.
"We got behind and we had to
come out of low pressure." St.

Jim Mohs -- Special to the Daily

SJSU’s Jeff Paecioretti, center, avoids Fresno State’s Karl Ingeman, right, as Michael Baker assists on Sunday.
Clair said. "We tried to play
quicker in the midfield.
"Either you win the hall or you
support it at the midfield." St.
Clair said. "If you don’t have
enough support, then the technique
breaks."
"Fresno State is good in the

air," said SJSU forward Troy Ad emit is ’We had to play high pressure in the second half. We got
more opportunities with the high
pressure. hut we didn’t score."
The Spartans will now focus
their attention on Wednesday’s
road game against Sacramento

Jose Rijo back to haunt his old team
CIN(’INNAll (AP)
In a
way. Jose Rijo made a big contribution to the Oakland A’s pennant
parade.
Oakland general manager Sandy
Alderson, looking for some lefthanded pop. traded Rijo and
pitcher Tim Birtsas to Cincinnati
for Dave Parker before the 19141(
season. Parker’s power and presence helped the A’s win two
American League pennants and a
World Series title before he signed
with Milwaukee.
Rijo gets his chance to see the
A’s in the World Series up close
Tuesday night at River-front Stadium when he is scheduled to start
Game 1 against Dave Stewart.
Rijo’s chance to prove the
A’s and manager Tony La Russa
were wrong to give up on him. He
thinks he knows when it happened,
too,
"I remember being called up
front the minor leagues and pitching against Kansas City," Rijo
said. "I got beat 4-0. Two of the
hits scored all four runs. Both were
by George Brett. The signs came
from the bench. One was for a
change-up. one a curvehall, and I
hadn’t even developed confidence
in those pitches yet.
-The next day. I was carrying
the bucket of batting practice baseballs out behind the mound and I

was smiling like alu,iy. I ’ill) sdw
me and said, ’Why are you smiling’? Didn’t you read the paper’?
Didn’t you see the L next to your
name?"’
Rijo still likes to smile -- and
talk. It got him in trouble again
during the National League playoffs.
After the Reds took a 3-1 series
lead against the Pirates. Rijo proclaimed the playoffs over. His teammates told Rijo to chill out.
’People got on me for that,"
Riro said. "s(1 I’m not going to say.
anything about anyone. Let the %tries begin.’
After years of promise, Rijo set
career highs in victories (14).
games started (29), innings pitched
(197) and strikeouts 1152) this season.
Rijo was rushed to the major
leagues at the age of 18 in 1984 by
the New York Yankees because
19-year-old Dwight Grxxlen was
grabbing headlines away front
George Steinbrenner. Rijo wasn’t
ready and his career hit a major
snag.
"1 remember one time (in
1986)." said Rijo. "I struck out 16
and 14 hatters in two straight starts
for the A’s, and then I found myself in the bullpen. I said. ’What
this’? What’s going on’?’ "
Rijo has yet to learn the fine art

’I struck out 16 and 14
batters in two straight
starts for the A’s, and
then 1 found myself in
the bullpen. 1 said,
’What this? What’s
going on?’
Jose Rijo,
Reds pitcher
of pitching, lies still a thrower.
"No curvehall. no change-up,’
Rijo said. "I don’t need those
pitches, and I don’t need them
now."
Stewart found he needed "thosr
pitches" and he might he headed
for the Hall of Fame because of it
Released by Philadelphia in
May 1986, the Oakland native has
been a 20-game winner each of the
last four seasons. Stewart is 5-1 in
the Al. playoffs and was the World
Series MVP last season when he
heat San Francisco twice.
"I think Dave is finally getting
the recognition he deserves," A’s
reliever Rick Honeycutt said. "It’s
kind of hard to hide four straight
20- game seasons."

said. "They are older and have a
State, a non-league opponent.
"They are not as good as Fresno little hit more experience. They
State," St. Clair said of Sacra- play an English style of soccer.
mento State, ranked in the top 10 They put the hall in the air and they
hang it from side to side.
of Division II.
"We will definitely he looking
"The thing that is interesting
about (Sacramento) is that they are for a win against Sacramento
almoq like a club team " St Clair State." St. Clair said.

All-purpose
Canley
,partan tailback Sheldon Canley rushed f
68 yards on 30 carries. Canley is well on hs
way to attain the 1.000 yard plateau for the
second straight year He is second on the
SJSU all-time rushing hst with 2185 yards to
Gerald Willhite s 2364 career rushing yards
Canley demonstrated his receiving ability with
live receptions for 94 yards. one reception
going for 50 yards
RUSHING
89
gameS1

Na,
258
177

111

R89EC(F616igarname
9 8110g
eSs)
90

te games)

RETURNS
89 (11
90 (6

Yds
1207
815

Avg.
47

NaYds.
42
353
20
264

Avg
84
132

No.
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Imagine yourself in the middle
tif the UNLV basketball court.
Even if you’re not as tall or quick
as SJSU head basketball coach
Stan Morrison would prefer, you
can still be part of SJSU’s basketball squad as a manager.
Every season, the basketball
team recruits up to five new managers. The only requirement
needed for this position is to he an
SJSU student.
"The manager participates in all
practices and functions," assistant
coach John C’oughran said "Ik
can travel with the team and works
hand-in-hand with the equipment
manager. He’s a part of the team
.titt) Aaff."
(.(iughran said the team has already appointed two managers. hut
is in the market for three more Ile
said managers must iricet tht: same
academic requirement as the athletes. They must maintain a 2.0
GPA and have access to the team’s
daily study session.
Managers can be appointed on
either a full or part-time basis. At
this moment the positions are
strictly voluntary, but the expertece should pay off in the end.
Coughran said.
For those interested. Coughran
is open for interviews. Contact
sports information or the basketball office for !Mtn: infiirmation.

SAN JOSE
STATE
UNIVERSITY
A , mous vi Me (Aldo". Sr.,. linorervoly

Office of the President

October 12,1990
San Jose State University students faculty, staff,
TO:
and administrators
Gail Fullerton
FROM:
6)./
President
Alcohol Awareness Week
SUBJECT:
The week of October 14-20 has been designated National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week at universities around the
country. At San Jose State University, many departments and
offices - Housing, University Police, Student Activtics, Health
Services, Counseling, the Student Union, and the Prevention
Education Program (PEP) Center - are cooperating in offering a
week of educational events relating to alcohol. These events
promise to be interesting, informative, and useful to you as you
make decisions regarding the use of alcohol.
Each of us makes decisions every day that affect the rest of out
lives. Such decisions include the use - and potential misuse - of
alcohol. The misuse of alcohol can lead to missed classes, missed
work, illness due to lowered immunity, strained personal
relationships, and legal offenses such as driving under the influence
of alcohol, or disorderly conduct.
1 hope that you will use the opportunity that the programs and
events offered during Alcohol Awareness Week will provide to
learn more about making wise decisions regarding the use of
alcohol,

